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back on the patient-pleasing
but costly “hospital-as-hotel”
approach and focusing more
on how to maximize value
and improve medical out-
comes, facing the prospect of
future Medicare reimburse-
ments being tied to perform-
ance. Organizations anticipate
spending more on facility 
renovations than new con-
struction in 2012 for a second
straight year, the survey indi-

cates. They
plan to build far

more ambulatory or
outpatient facilities than

acute care hospitals in the
next three years. Data centers
and medical office buildings
also are an increasing priority.
“Most everybody is strug-

gling with margins right now,”
says George A. “Skip” Smith,
CHFM, SASHE, vice president
for facility management and
clinical engineering at Catholic
Health Initiatives in Hilliard,
Ohio. “But there is this sense
among systems that health
care does need to change.”
Capital budgets aren’t tak-

ing a hit as they did after the
financial crisis of 2008–09, by
any means. Industry insiders
expect roughly the same
amount of spending on hospi-
tal construction in 2012 as in
2011, with specialty hospital
projects and infrastructure
upgrades helping to offset the

drop in acute care hospitals.
But funds are limited and

cash-conscious organizations
are behaving differently.
Respondents to the HFM/ ASHE
survey say they are less
inclined to borrow money to
pay for new facilities. They are
giving projects more scrutiny
based on return on investment
(ROI). And those that have diffi-
culty accessing credit are part-
nering with other hospitals.
“There’s a dynamic tension

right now about what we need
to do and what we can afford
to do,” says Dale Woodin,
CHFM, FASHE, ASHE’s exec -
utive director.

REFORM’S IMPACT
Evidence of a hold-down on
new hospital construction
because of reforms is clear
from the results of the sur-
vey, which was conducted
in October and November

for HFM and ASHE by Percep-
tion Solutions Inc., Aurora, Ill.
Asked about the impact of

reduced reimbursement rates
on their hospitals’ building
plans, only 19 percent of the
531 ASHE members who
responded say new hospital
construction will proceed
without changes. Another 

13 percent say they will go
ahead with modifications, and
the rest either say plans are
being reevaluated (26 percent),
are less likely to proceed 
(19 percent) or will definitely
not proceed (23 percent). Near-
ly three-fourths also say they
will revise, review or possibly
not go ahead with planned
renovation projects, although
fewer than 10 percent say they
will suspend them.
Comments by survey respon-

dents underscore the more
tight-fisted approach toward
construction spending because
of reform: “A strong case must
be made for any building proj-
ects,” notes one anonymous
respondent. “More focus on ROI
and justification of all costs,”
says another.
Another respondent says

Medicare reimbursement
reductions as envisioned
would have wiped out all of
that hospital’s profits from a
year ago. Still another cites a
$2 million interior renovation
project that was ready to go to
public bid, but has been tabled
indefinitely: “All renovation
projects will be placed on hold
until the actual impacts of
reduced reimbursements are
known,” the respondent says.
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Organizations are building
fewer new or replacement
hospitals, unwilling to pro-
ceed with projects in a slow
economy and facing a year 
of uncertainty as they await
decisions that will affect key
aspects of reforms and even
their constitutionality.
“The impact of reform is

going to be huge,” says Greg
Weigle, P.E., FACHE, director
of construction and design at
the Medical University of
South Carolina. His academic
medical center is among
those responding to the
coming changes by
renovating
patient units
instead of

replac-
ing them as

had been planned
originally. “Our mar-

gins define what we can
afford to do and, from what I
hear, they are going to shrink.
That can’t help but have an
effect on construction.”
Accompanying the financial

restraint is a shift in strategy
prompted largely by the
Patient Protection and Afford-
able Care Act — for the surge
in patients it is expected to
bring after coverage expands
in 2014 and its increased
emphasis on patient safety
and quality of care.
Hospitals and health net-

works appear to be scaling

the HFM/ASHE 
2012 Construction Survey
Health Facilities Management (HFM) and the American Society
for Healthcare Engineering of the American Hospital Association
surveyed a random sample of 3,840 hospital executives to
learn about trends in hospital construction. The response rate
was 13.8 percent, or 531 completed surveys.

HFM thanks the sponsors of this survey —
Amerinet, Phoenix Controls 
and Sherwin-Williams.

wo years before the scheduled launch of major
changes in health care, the reforms already are
beginning to alter the pace and direction of
hos pital construction. Tre pidation about

reduced reimbursement rates has put the
big chill on many plans and reduced the

scope of others, as shown by the annual
construction survey by Health Facil ities Man-
agement (HFM) and the American Society
for Healthcare Engineering (ASHE). »
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Reform uncertainties drive 
financial scrutiny for new projects
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*

*
BUILDING SERVICES
EQUIPMENT

Air handlers/ventilation

Boilers

Chillers (primary)

Electrical switchgear/transformers

Elevators

Exhaust fans

Generators

Medical gas system

Medical vacuum system

Packaged HVAC

Plumbing fixtures

Plumbing piping

Room pressure sensors

Split systems (DX unit)

                                            13%

                  11%

                        10%

                           10%

                  10%

           5%

              9%

       4%

     4%

       5%

               6%

             7%

4%

   5%

30%

12%

18%

20%

13%

13%

11%

11%

10%

10%

15%

13%

6%

7%

BUILDING SERVICES
SYSTEMS

Building controls/automation system

Data infrastructure (wired, cable)

Data infrastructure (wireless)

Fire alarm/protection system

Occupancy sensors

Patient entertainment system

Patient monitoring/nurse call system

Picture archiving and communications system (PACS)

Pneumatic tube system

Security system

Telecommunications

                                     10%

                     6%

                 5%

                     6%

         4%

         7%

                        8%

3%

         5%

                        7%

               5%

27%

19%

17%

19%

12%

9%

19%

6%

11%

20%

15%

SOURCE: HEALTH FACILITIES MANAGEMENT/ASHE 2012 CONSTRUCTION SURVEY

Project time frame
Currently replacing/upgrading in the next 12 months

Plan to replace/upgrade in the next 13–24 months
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* *
FACILITY
PROJECTS
Hospital — acute care

Hospital — specialty

Long-term care facility

Medical office building

Ambulatory surgical facility

Ambulatory specialty treatment centers* 

Ambulatory facility — other

Parking structure

Physical plant infrastructure upgrade

Central energy plant

Data center (information services)

*Oncology, pediatrics, etc.

 

 

3%

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1%

                                               23%

               13%

8%

                                          25%

          13%

            12%

      10%

              14%

                                      24%

                 13%

 11%

17%

31%

21%

65%

51%

47%

50%

63%

13%

27%

34%

16%

10%

26%

8%

10%

14%

15%

11%

43%

29%

20%

67%

59%

53%

27%

39%

39%

35%

26%

44%

44%

46%

Project time frame
Currently under construction       Planned in the next three years

Construction type for facilities projects that are under
construction or planned for construction in the next three years

New          Replacement          Expansion/Renovation

SERVICES/DEPT.
PROJECTS
Ambulatory care

Bariatric surgery centers

Cancer center

Cardiology

Critical care

Emergency department

Imaging

Interventional suites (surgery and imaging)

Isolation/clean rooms

Laboratory

Neurology/neuroscience

Orthopedics

Pediatrics

Rehabilitation services

Research

Sleep disorders center

Surgery

Urgent care center

Wellness center

Women's health/obstetrics

Wound care center

 

1%

 

 

 

 

 

 

4%

 

3%

 

4%

 

3%

4%

 

4%

2%

 

 

                     11%

3%

                     11%

                     12%

                 9%

                                 16%

                                  16%

                       11%

    3%

                       12%

    4%

        5%

           9%

              9%

  3%

     4%

                              16%

         7%

  4%

               9%

       5%

40%

52%

34%

20%

21%

16%

19%

29%

29%

17%

20%

33%

30%

25%

41%

33%

19%

63%

46%

26%

50%

8%

7%

13%

21%

21%

19%

21%

17%

26%

18%

27%

21%

19%

18%

24%

24%

18%

13%

11%

18%

16%

52%

41%

53%

59%

58%

65%

60%

54%

45%

65%

53%

46%

51%

57%

35%

43%

63%

24%

43%

56%

34%

SOURCE: HEALTH FACILITIES MANAGEMENT/ASHE 2012 CONSTRUCTION SURVEY

24%

10%

 

18%

6%

8%

6%

8%

16%

11%

 

9%

 

9%

8%

8%

13%

14%

11%

 

10%

 

5%

 

6%

 

 

11%

 

 

7%

5%

SPECIALTY HOSPITAL
CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

34%
Cancer treatment hospital(

Children’s hospital

Rehabilitation hospital

Women’s hospital

Heart hospital

Orthopedic hospital

27%
20%
19%
17%
14%
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Hospitals budgeted less
than half of what they did a
year ago for new construction
— just 16 percent of their capi-
tal budgets. Facility renovation
got a bigger slice of the pie 
(21 percent), but is still down.
The caution is part of an

outlook for overall hospital
spending in 2012 that Zacks
Investment Research Inc.,
Chicago, characterizes as
“slightly somber.” Hospital
construction, in fact, is likely
to be relatively flat for the
next two years, according to
Chip Cogswell, national health
care director at New York-
based Turner Construction Co. 
New construction approved

now likely will be for lower-
cost, community-based facilities
than big on-campus projects,
says Dan Cates, director of busi-
ness development for health
care at McCarthy Building Cos.
in St. Louis. Physical plant
infrastructure upgrades also
are more likely to win ap prov -
al. About 30 percent of respon-
dents say infrastructure will
account for a larger part of their
capital budgets, significantly
more than for new construction.
That can be explained by the

fact that most hospitals have a
deteriorating chiller, boiler or
air handler that is beyond its
useful life and long overdue to
be replaced, especially with
spending having been tight
since the 2008 financial crisis,
says York Chan, CHFM, admin-
istrator of facilities for Advocate
Health Care in Oak Brook, Ill.
“Infrastructure is very, very criti-
cal, and even if they held off
on growth and expansion they
can’t hold off forever” on re plac -
ing such equipment, he says.

FINANCING CHANGES
Organizations are relying less
on bank loans and other debt
to finance construction proj-
ects than at any time since the
HFM/ASHE survey began in
2005. Just 17 percent are
using debt, down from 20 per-
cent a year ago, compared

with 42 percent drawing on
cash reserves.
“With the unknowns of

reform and reimbursement,
health care organizations are
attempting to remain as debt-
free as possible,” says Ken
Cates, principal of Northstar
Management Co. in St. Louis.
“The cost-conscious C-suite and
boards of directors are taking
the stance that many Ameri-
cans have taken lately: Don’t
spend it unless you have it.”
Use of tax-exempt bonds

also is at its lowest in at least
six years, accounting for just
21 percent of construction
financing among survey
respondents.
The volatility of financial

markets, the unpredictability
of cash reserves and tighter
access to debt are what have
caused organizations to be -
come more conservative in
their capital spending, says
Fred Hessler, managing direc-
tor of the health care group
for Citigroup Global Markets
Inc., New York. Not-for-profit
hospital systems issued just
$22 billion of tax-exempt debt
through all but the final three
weeks of 2011, he notes, a
steep drop from $30 billion in
2010, $45 billion in 2009 and
$60 billion in 2008.
The credit outlook should

remain stable for health care
organizations in 2012, Hessler
says, with dramatic changes
possible in 2014 depending
on the final shape of reforms.

SMALLER, MORE LOCAL
The survey shows that the
shift in priorities from tradi-
tional hospitals to smaller,
neighborhood or satellite
facilities is accelerating.
Future projects most fre-

quently cited by survey parti -
cipants in response to reforms
are emergency departments, by
17 percent; outpatient facilities
in neighborhood settings, by 
16 percent; medical office
build ing expansions, 16 percent;
and primary care clinics and

2012 HOSPITAL  CONSTRUCTION SUR VEY
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urgent care centers in neigh-
borhoods, both 14 percent.
The thinking is that the

demand will increase for all 
of them in the decade ahead.
Expanding and modernizing
emergency departments will
strengthen the first point of
access to health care for many
of the 32 million additional
Americans who will have 
overage in coming years.
Improving and adding neigh-
borhood outpatient facilities
also will facilitate access. 
So will plans for expand-

ing medical office buildings,
which rose by nearly two-
thirds from the 2010 survey.
The sharp increase in med-
ical office building expan-
sions also reflects the surge
of specialist physicians
being employed by health
care systems through prac-
tice acquisitions as organiza-
tions prepare for the era of
accountable care, says Rich
Galling, chief operating offi-
cer of Hammes Co., a health
care consulting firm in
Brookfield, Wis.
Nearly half (47 percent) of

respondents say they have
acute care hospital construc-

tion projects under way or
planned within three years. But
the vast majority involve reno-
vations. Organizations plan
fewer of those new hospitals in
the next three years, in fact,
than medical office buildings,
outpatient surgical facilities or
specialty treatment centers.
Projects involving data centers C
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Commissioning adoption grows as hospital awareness builds

COMMISSIONING

*Percentage of hospitals that commission 
health facilities projects (audit to review 
performance of building energy systems)

67% Yes

33% No

*Percentage of a project budget 
put toward commissioning

71% 0–5%
15%
7%
7%

6–10%

11–20%

21% or more

*Percentage of hospitals that hire 
an independent third-party 
commissioning authority

81% Yes

19% No

*
DISASTER PLANNING

Activities conducted in the last 24 months

54%
Assess existing hospitals and health 

facilities in terms of structural, nonstructural 
and functional vulnerabilities

(
Assess vulnerabilities in construction of a new hospital 
or health facility to withstand an emergency or disaster

Plan for renovation and retrofit of hospitals and health 
facilities to ensure their resilience, safety and continuous 
operation in times of emergency and disaster

33%
31%

SOURCE: HEALTH FACILITIES MANAGEMENT/ASHE 2012 CONSTRUCTION SURVEY

and infrastructure upgrades
also are rising sharply.
Numerous types of specialty

hospitals are seeing significant
upticks, including cancer
treatment, planned by 34 per-
cent of organizations in the
next three years; children’s, 
27 percent; rehabilitation, 
20 percent; and women’s, 

19 percent. Heart hospitals are
next at 17 percent, although
growth is flat from a year ago.

IT PUSH
A push to invest in informa-
tion technology is reflected in
the services that hospitals
have targeted for building
projects. Imaging and tech-

laden emergency depart-
ments, along with surgery, top
the list of departments where
construction or expansion is
planned in the next three
years. Interventional suites,
combining surgery and imag-
ing, also are a priority among
projects currently under way.
That makes sense from a

purely financial perspective.
“These are the bread-and-but-
ter sources of hospital revenue,
so organizations cannot afford
to allow these services to be -
come outdated and non-com-
petitive,” says Kirk Hamilton,
FAIA, FACHA, EDAC, professor
of architecture and associate
director of the Center for
Health Systems & Design at
Texas A&M University.
Organizations also are step-

ping up their investments in
laboratories as science and
technology play an increasing-
ly stronger role in medicine.
About 22 percent either have
lab construction under way or
planned. At the other end of
the spectrum, bariatric surgery
centers lagged all other services
and departments in construc-
tion projects in progress and
on the planning boards, as a

one-time growth area fades.
Building automation is still

the No. 1 building services
system being replaced, both
now and over the next two
years, followed by security
and patient monitoring/nurse
call systems. Data infrastruc-
ture spending remains about
the same after several years
of heavy spending, but wired
cable systems are still one of
the top five priorities.
Patient safety features also

are taking on more of an
information technology em -
phasis. Wireless technologies
for staff and in-room comput-
ers for patient charting were
the top selected features being
incorporated into patient
room design for safety, with
computerized provider order
entry and bar coding for med-
ication administration also
registering highly.
Same-handed room design

still has not gained wide-
spread adoption, the survey
indicates. Some observers sug-
gest that may be due to the
additional costs and space
requirements as well as the
absence of definitive research
to show it reduces errors.

*
REFORM LEGISLATION Medical office building 

expansion

Outpatient facilities in 
neighborhood settings

Primary care clinics 
in neighborhoods

Urgent care centers in 
neighborhood settings

Satellite facilities to 
cater to specialties

Ambulatory 
surgery centers

Freestanding emergency 
department

Satellite facilities to cater 
to an aging population 
that wants access to routine 
health care close to home

Future facility development plans/construction 
projects being considered in response 

to health care reform legislation

16%
16%
14%
14%
13%
11%
7%
6%

17%
Emergency department, 
adding observation units(

SOURCE: HEALTH FACILITIES MANAGEMENT/ASHE 2012 CONSTRUCTION SURVEY

Commissioning is starting to gain some traction in health care
as a way to maximize facilities’ efficiency and control rising
utility costs. Fully two-thirds (67 percent) of American Society

for Healthcare Engineering (ASHE) members responding to the Health
Facilities Management/ASHE Hospital Construction Survey
conducted in October and November say they commission
their facilities projects.
Progress is evident to George A. “Skip” Smith,

CHFM, SASHE, vice president for facility management
and clinical engineering at Catholic Health Initiatives
in Hilliard, Ohio, for one simple reason. When he rais-
es the subject with others in the industry, he now finds
more recognition of the benefits of commissioning —
an audit to make sure building energy systems are per-
forming as designed. “You don’t get that deer-in-the-headlights
look any more, and people wanting to change the topic because they
don’t understand what it is,” he says.
A lack of awareness was a primary reason why ASHE began a proj-

ect about four years ago to compile commissioning guidelines and
enlighten facility directors about the breadth of both commissioning
and retrocommissioning. Guidelines were published in the summer of
2010 and workbooks prepared as part of the campaign. The initia-

tive aims to educate key executives as well as facility man-
agers, says Mark Kenneday, CHFM, FASHE, who headed the
ASHE task force on commissioning.

“The benefits far outweigh the costs, but they have
not been well-defined and argued,” says Kenneday,
vice chancellor of campus operations at the University
of Arkansas for Medical Sciences in Little Rock and
ASHE president-elect. “It can’t be just a one-and-done,

‘Well, we checked everything and it looked good.’”
ASHE’s Executive Director Dale Woodin, CHFM, FASHE,

hailed the 67 percent response as a positive step toward get-
ting systems better coordinated and working together efficiently.
Costs remain an issue, the survey indicated. Seventy-one percent

of respondents say they put 5 percent or less of a project budget

toward commissioning. And about one in five organizations save
expenses by not hiring an independent, third-party commissioning
authority. 
To pay for third-party commissioning, Jeff Cook, director of engi-

neering at Reid Hospital in Richmond, Ind., says he would have to be
able to quantify the value, and that’s difficult to do. So he and his
staff do what they can on their own. “We put it in the budget, but it’s
like gold bricks — usually the first thing that gets whacked out,”
Cook says.
Advocate Health Care of Oak Brook, Ill., is in the process of 

retrocommissioning every HVAC system in its 12 hospitals. York
Chan, CHFM, administrator of facilities, says simple matters such as a
fan running above the designed speed, a blocked duct or a changed
thermostat setting can inflate operating costs and monthly bills 
significantly over the long run.
Despite the progress, Kenneday knows the commissioning push

has a long way to go to achieve what’s needed. He says executives
still tend to think of costs as a project’s initial costs rather than oper-
ating costs. “Every health facilities project should be commissioned
to ensure you get full functionality and efficiency, but we’re a long
way from that.” �
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In-room sinks are trending
strongly as hospitals strive to
get infection rates down by
en suring that caregivers wash
their hands frequently. Those
efforts also show in the re -
sponses to another question,

with “multiple locations for
hand washing or hand sani -
tizing” the most-cited feature
being incorporated into the hos-
pital’s physical design to im -
prove patient safety and quality.
Acuity-adaptable or univer-

sal patient rooms are trending
downward from previous
years. That may be because
clinical staff have had trouble
accepting such rooms. It also
could be a result of nursing
staff not being as flexible or
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diverse in their skill sets, Ken
Cates says.
For the third straight year,

more than 60 percent of
respondents say they have
updated their master facilities
plans within the last two

CONSTRUCTION BUDGETS

*
10

20

30

40%

 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012  
    (actual)   (actual)    (actual)    (actual) (budgeted)

21%
25%

16%
21%
14%

15%
22%
14%

17%
16%

38%
35%

New construction      Facility renovation    Facility infrastructure

Percentage of hospital’s capital budget 
allocated to construction projects (average) *

New hospital
construction

Hospital 
renovation

6%
3%
5%
5%

4%
4%
3%
8%

19% 
increase

19%
decrease

62%
no change

5%
9%
8%
9%

8%
6%
7%
7%

31% 
increase

28%
decrease

41%
no change

Hospital infrastructure
upgrades

Off-site 
facilities

4%
9%
7%

10%

5%
7%
6%
6%

30% 
increase

24%
decrease

46%
no change

3%
8%
6%
8%

5%
1%
5%
8%

25% 
increase

19%
decrease

56%
no change

Increase by more than 25%
Increase by 11% to 25%
Increase by 6% to 10%
Increase by 1% to 5%

Decrease by 1% to 5%
Decrease by 6% to 10%
Decrease by 11% to 25%
Decrease by more than 25%

Change in percentage of hospital’s 
current capital budget allocated to 
building projects from previous year

*42%
Existing cash reserves(

Operations

Philanthropy

Tax-exempt bonds

Bank loans/other debt

Federal grants 

Taxable bonds

FHA 242 program 

28%
25%
21%
17%
8%
4%
1%

How organizations are financing construction projects

*Impact of reduced reimbursement rates under the Affordable Care Act on hospital’s construction plans

New hospital
construction

Hospital renovation
and expansion

Hospital renovation
without expansion

Hospital infrastructure
upgrades

Off-site facilities

Definitely will proceed        Will proceed with modifications        Reevaluating        Less likely to proceed        Definitely will not proceed

19%
13%
26%
19%
23%

17%
23%
34%
16%
10%

21%
29%
35%
10%
5%

27%
27%
33%
12%
1%

20%
18%
37%
15%
10%

SOURCE: HEALTH FACILITIES MANAGEMENT/ASHE 2012 CONSTRUCTION SURVEY
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activity is relatively slow,
more of the health care organ-
izations that are building are
getting their projects done
swiftly and economically. The
survey finds that 66 percent of
recently completed projects
are on or under budget and on
or ahead of schedule — the
highest percentage in the six
years of the survey.
The weak economy and

work-hungry contractors and
suppliers have a lot to do with
that, suggests Thomas Bickett,
CHFM, system director for
facility services at Legacy
Health in Portland, Ore.
Projects also are being

watched more closely because
of financial concerns, accord-
ing to numerous respondents.

INCREASED ACTIVITY
While the overall hospital con-
struction market is defined by
spending restraint and smaller
projects, there are some
encouraging signs. No one
seems to see the market going
backward in 2012, and most
see it as having bottomed out.
Joseph Sprague, FAIA,

FACHA, senior vice president
and director of health facilities
at HKS Architects in Dallas,
sees increased activity and
interest that should translate
to many new construction
projects once there’s more
clarity about how Medicare
will change and whether the
U.S. Supreme Court declares
the Affordable Care Act
uncon stitutional.
“I think you’ll see quite a

building boom,” he says,
“once everything is known
that’s so uncertain now.”
But not in 2012. HFM

Dave Carpenter is a

Chicago-based freelance

writer who frequently cov-

ers health care topics.

Suzanna Hopps zallern

is senior editor of data

and research for Health

Facilities Management’s

sister publi cation, Hospi-

tals & Health Networks.
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47%*
FACILITY DESIGN Use of noise-reducing 

construction materials

Decentralized 
nurses' stations

Additional airborne-infection 
isolation and protective-
environment rooms

Added air treatment/air 
movement capacity

Multifunctional 
lighting systems

Emergency preparedness 
spaces (for surge capacity)

Acuity-adaptable space 
(i.e., universal patient rooms)

More quiet, private spaces 
to fill prescriptions

Features being incorporated into 
hospital’s physical design to

improve patient SAFETY+QUALITY

32%
30%
28%
26%
24%
18%
18%
16%

Multiple locations for hand 
washing or hand sanitizing(

SOURCE: HEALTH FACILITIES MANAGEMENT/ASHE 2012 CONSTRUCTION SURVEY

*
PATIENT ROOM DESIGN In-room computers 

for patient charting

In-room sink (separate 
from the patient bathroom)

Computerized provider
order entry (CPOE)

Patient lifts for transfer 
(e.g., bedside, toilet)

Bar coding for medication 
administration

Specialty lighting for added 
comfort and safety

Bathroom proximity to bedside 
(with railing on bed headwall 
leading into bathroom)

Same-handed room design 
with same hookups and 
equipment integration

Features being incorporated into 
patient room design for SAFETY 

50%
48%
45%
41%
39%
33%
18%
16%

55%
Wireless technologies 

for staff
(
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years. But 10 percent still
don’t have one at all. That’s a
mistake, most experts agree.
“Without a long-term plan

for the use of a campus or
facility, it is very easy to sub-
optimize the use of space for
near-term needs,” says Kip
Edwards, vice president of
development and construction
for Banner Health in Phoenix.
In a big change from two

years earlier, 60 percent say
they budget and implement
most facility infrastructure
projects on an as-needed basis
rather than according to a

master facility plan or other
planned replacement sched-
ule. That is up from 22 per-
cent in the 2009 survey.
Organizations have much

more pressure today from
competing capital needs and
many are spending more of
their capital budgets on infor-
mation technology than they
are on facilities, Galling notes.

BIM IS BETTER
Interestingly, about 37 per-
cent, similar to last year but
down substantially from two
years ago, say they use build-

ing information modeling
(BIM) in project management.
The drop may be explained
by the fact that hospitals at
the moment are doing more
smaller projects. BIM tradi-
tionally has been relied on for
big projects carried out by
large construction firms.
“It’s a phenomenal tool, but

can be expensive to use on
small projects,” says Galling.
“And it’s expensive to adapt to
a renovation because as-built
records are not always com-
plete and accurate.”
At a time when construction


